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Making Music at Home – KS1 
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Enjoy singing this with the other people in your house to get everybody in the right 

mood for the day. 

https://youtu.be/5idAk316hpY 

 

If you’re feeling adventurous, there’s even a dance video to go with it too! 

https://youtu.be/1gUbdNbu6ak   
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Friday 8th May is VE Day. This is a celebration of the end of World Way 2 and this 
year is especially important because it is 75 years since this happened. 

 

The BBC have written a song for children to learn called, ‘Take You Home’. 

Returning home was the big wish for every person involved in the war. It is a 

slower song so is a little harder to sing but it really is beautiful. It would be 

fantastic to hear people singing on Friday 8th May. 

 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/bring-the-noise/eyfs-ks1-music-play-it-bring-

the-noise/z4sq92p 

 

This link will take you to the ‘Play It’ section of BBC Bring The Noise. Click on the 

play icon, then Listen and Layer, then use the arrows to select ‘Take You Home’.   
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Whilst you are listening to and learning the song, you will see there are pictures of 

the different instruments used in this music. You should find that they are all lit up 

to begin with. Press one and see what happens. What effect does that have on the 

music? Does it change the feel of it? Does it make it easier or harder to sing along 

to? Try this with each instrument. 

 

When you clicked on ‘Listen and Layer’, there were two other options that you could 

explore too. They are ‘Feel the Beat’ and ‘Make Some Noise’. Just make sure you 

then select ‘Take Me Home’ for the song.  

Why not make some bunting at home to help celebrate VE Day? The following link will take 

you to a colouring activity to help make a ‘Take You Home’ part of the bunting. You could 

print off several and colour them all in or you could make some plain blue, red and white 

triangles to go in between. 

http://teach.files.bbci.co.uk/bringthenoise/activities/bunting_template.pdf 

 

 
 

It would be wonderful to see some of your performances and your bunting. If your adults at 

home can, please post them on Twitter and remember to use @BoltonMusicCent so I can see 

your fantastic work! See you soon. Mrs Dunphy 
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